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NEWS RELEASE 

Quick Change Resin Bags take deionisation to another  

Save time and money with the Unger HydroPower 

DI system  

The Unger HydroPower DI, the winner of The Cleaning Show 2015 Innovation Award, 
exceeds even the highest expectations when it comes to efficiency, profitability, workflow, 
comfort and cleaning results. Available in three different sizes, with optional accessories and 
a choice of configurations, the system is designed to provide the ultimate in flexibility for the 
professional window cleaner and anyone who cleans with pure water. 

Deionisation (DI) is a chemical process that uses ion-exchange resins to remove mineral 
ions from the water, requiring regular replacement of the resin. Previously this could only be 
achieved by pouring the sand-like resin into DI vessels, making it a messy and time-
consuming process.  

Unger recognised this and, through its commitment to making the lives of cleaning 
professionals easier, it has come up with a new system that incorporates an ingenious 
option – the Quick Change Resin Bags. 

Features and benefits to the new system: 

• Value for money – FloWater technology ensures more efficient water flow through 
the entire filter vessel, improving resin efficiency and increasing its lifetime 

• Time saving – Quick Change Resin Bags make the refilling of the nLite 
HydroPower DI system 10 times quicker than a standard DI system; and FastLock 
Opening speeds up filter handling 

• More flexibility – Quick Change Resin Bags enable fast and easy resin 
replacement anytime and anywhere. Each bag contains a pre-measured amount of 
resin, making resin change process as simple as changing coffee pods in a coffee 
machine 

Pure Water cleaning has revolutionised the window cleaning industry thanks to its safety 
benefits as well as time and cost efficiency. Unger has been a major force in developing this 
highly effective cleaning method, and its HydroPower system marks another leap forward in 
terms of technological development and ease of use. 
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Sometimes the simplest ideas are the best. By putting the DI resin into bags Unger has set a 
new standard for easy handling – the quickest and most comfortable way to change the 
resin today. To find out more, visit stand 01.205 at ISSA Interclean Amsterdam, 10-13 
May, where the Unger team will be demonstrating this cutting-edge new system. 

 

www.ungerglobal.com/hydropower 


